ABSTRACT: Engineering the shape and size of catalyst particles and the interface between different components of heterogeneous catalysts at the nanometer level can radically alter their performances. This is particularly true with CeO 2 -based catalysts, where the precise control of surface atomic arrangements can modify the reactivity of Ce 4+ /Ce 3+ ions, changing the oxygen release/uptake characteristics of ceria, which, in turn, strongly affects catalytic performance in several reactions like CO, soot, and VOC oxidation, WGS, hydrogenation, acid−base reactions, and so on. Despite the fact that many of these catalysts are polycrystalline with rather ill-defined morphologies, experimental and theoretical studies on welldefined nanocrystals have clearly established that the exposure of specific facets can increase/decrease surface oxygen reactivity and metal−support interaction (for supported metal nanoparticles), consequently affecting catalytic reactions. Here, we want to address the most recent developments in this area, showing that shape (and size) modification, surface/face reconstruction, and faceting of ceria at the nanoscale level can offer an important tool to govern activity and stability in several reactions and imagine how this could contribute to future developments.
INTRODUCTION
Engineering at the nanometer level of the size, shape, and face of individual particles is of great importance to control the surface chemistry of oxide and metal nanoparticles (NP), which are the key ingredients in catalysis recipes. 1−4 In the last two decades, the nanoscale approach to the understanding of material chemistry and its application in catalysis has experienced an unprecedented growth due to the development of advanced characterization techniques and the successful combination of theory and experiment in the "bottom up" design of heterogeneous catalysts. This has also been driven by the parallel development of a surface science approach which allowed a better understanding of model catalytic systems. 5 Ceria (CeO 2 ) is a good example where the fundamental studies at the nanoscale level offer a precious tool to understand its mechanism of action as a catalyst or promoter, and the results are crucial for obtaining materials with enhanced properties.
The field of ceria-containing catalysts has experienced an explosive growth in the last 20 years fostered also by the excellent level of fundamental knowledge that has accumulated over the years, and it is documented by a great number of seminal reviews and books on the use of CeO 2 as catalyst, catalyst support, or even as a simple ingredient. 6−11 In addition to its well-known ability to switch Ce oxidation state while maintaining structural integrity, there are a number of important functions that ceria performs in catalytic reactions specifically at the nanoscale; ceria is able to profoundly modify the reactivity of supported metal particles 12−14 and particularly those atoms located at the interface perimeter 15, 16 and also to protect metal particles from sintering at high temperature 17 or to stabilize noble metals in unique single atom configuration. 18, 19 The mechanism of oxygen transfer from ceria to metal is responsible for the enhancement of activity in several noble metal−ceria combinations, and it is strongly dependent on morphology and size of ceria particles 12, 20 as well as on the nature of metal−ceria interface. 21 Ceria NPs are therefore preferred compared to bulk materials due to the wide number of unique features that can be assembled in a single oxide composition.
In combination with a theoretical approach, it was established and predicted in the early 90s that the formation of an oxygen vacancy on ceria is strongly surface sensitive, meaning that the redox reactivity of ceria crystals with different types of exposed facets might follow different ordering. 22, 23 To bridge the gap between these early theoretical investigations on model systems and studies of real catalysts under operative conditions, a great effort was put on the preparation of ceriabased materials containing crystals with uniform and controlled morphologies. Standard preparation techniques like precipitation/coprecipitation do not guarantee a good level of morphological homogeneity; a polycrystalline sample of CeO 2 with ill-defined morphologies is typically obtained with these methodologies, and crystal shape control is virtually impossible. Although templating and structure directing agents can help in obtaining specific morphologies, 24, 25 the use of hydrothermal methods with no additives has been widely used in the last years to control the shape and size of ceria particles during synthesis. 26−28 Early applications of hydrothermal methods to prepare CeO 2 -based materials date back to the early 90s; 29 however, it was only 10 years later that the shape of ceria crystals obtained by these methods was clearly disclosed using careful HRTEM analysis. 30 By the control of a few critical parameters during reaction (pH, temperature, and pressure), it was then possible to prepare and to modify in a predictable way the morphology of ceria crystals to create different nanoshapes like rods, 31 cubes, 26 wires, 32 tubes, 33 and spheres. 34 These nanocrystals expose different surfaces in addition to the most stable {111}-type facet, and their use made possible laboratory investigations on the correlation between catalytic properties and specific morphology. In 2005, Li et al. first compared the catalytic properties of ceria nanorods and ceria NPs in CO oxidation. 35 They found nanorods more active than nanoparticles and attributed this difference to the higher reactivity of {100}/{110} exposed planes. Similarly, OSC properties of ceria nanocubes and nanorods were also investigated, and a clear relationship between oxygen uptake/ release and surface morphology was found in agreement with earlier predictions. 26 At the same time, it was also found that CO oxidation on a polycrystalline ceria sample is positively influenced by increasing the amount of {100} exposed surfaces. 36 The higher reactivity of CO toward {110}/{100} facets was also verified by DFT calculations by comparison of adsorption and oxidation of CO over these surfaces with participation of oxygen vacancies. 37, 38 Following these studies, a great number of ceria nanoshapes have then been prepared, characterized, and used as catalysts or supports in several reactions. Most of the early work in the field (2005−2012) has been nicely reviewed by several groups. In particular, Zhang et al. 39 and Sun et al. 40 paid particular attention to the preparative chemistry of ceria nanoparticles, while Huang and Gao 41 described mainly the characterization and catalytic behavior with a focus on the correlation between surface properties and reactivity. The spectroscopic characterization of adsorbates in ceria-based nanomaterials was addressed by Sheng et al., 42 while a specific scrutiny of Au-based catalysts over nanoshaped ceria was given by Ta et al. 43 Recently, Wu et al. 44 described more systematically the synthesis of ceria-based nanocatalysts with several morphologies and their applications in the field of energy and environment. The effect of catalyst morphology with specific attention to the combination of metal/ceria into high order arrangements was also addressed by the group of Fornasiero in recent reviews and connected to the general aspects of ceria catalysis. 9 , 45 Here, we want to address the most recent developments in this area focusing precisely on the correlation between surface properties, crystal size, and morphology of the three most common ceria shapes like nanopolyhedra, nanorods, and nanocubes in the absence and presence of an active metal phase. We will show that shape and size modification, surface/face reconstruction, and faceting of ceria crystallites at the nanoscale, when properly controlled, can offer an important tool to govern activity, stability, and selectivity in several important reactions and imagine how this could contribute to future developments.
SURFACE CHEMISTRY OF CERIA
2.1. Shape Dependent Behavior. The three thermodynamically most stable surfaces of ceria are the {111}, {110}, and {100}. 23, 46, 47 The {211} surface has also been reported to be quite stable, but it easily reconstructs into a stepped {111} surface. Other surfaces like the {210} and {310} are less stable and suffer severe reconstruction/faceting making them quite unlikely in real systems. 23 Therefore, many studies have been focused on three more stable low index surfaces. Table 1 summarizes a few important characteristics of these surfaces; 48 the {111} is the most stable as can be seen from the lower surface energy values, followed by the {110} and the least stable {100}. For all three surfaces, the coordination number is lower than that found in bulk CeO 2 crystals (4 for oxygens and 8 for cerium atoms), with the smaller values indicating less stable surfaces. The {111} is an oxygen terminating surface with a repeating O−Ce−O−O−Ce-O layer structure ( Figure 1 ) with no net dipole moment, due to the three-layer sandwichr O− Ce−O which maintains charge neutrality. Both O and Ce have a single coordinative unsaturated site indicating that only one adsorbate can link to these sites. 49 The {110} surface exposes both O and Ce ions, and each surface layer has zero charge due to a stoichiometric balance of oxygen and cerium in each plane. Modeling studies suggest that this surface should undergo substantial relaxation with the oxygen atoms moving outward and the cerium ions relaxing inward compared to that of the flat layer. 50 Oxygen and cerium carry, respectively, one and two coordinative unsaturated sites. The {100} surface is the least stable and consists of a O−Ce−O−Ce repeating unit which generates a net dipole moment perpendicular to the surface; calculations on this surface are therefore carried out by moving half of the oxygens from the top to the bottom surface to eliminate the dipole. In contrast to {111}, atomistic surface dynamics of the {100}-type facet reveals that this is dominated by movements of cerium atoms in the first two layers. 51 Structural characterization of this surface is not definitive, and the location of oxygen on the relaxed surface is still a matter of debate 49 being strongly dependent on sample history (synthesis and thermal treatments) and influenced by the level of surface disorder. 52 Surface reconstruction, surface roughening, and creation of defects are the likely mechanisms suggested to lower the energy in this type of polar surfaces. 53 In this facet, both O and Ce have two coordinative unsaturated sites.
One of the more important features of ceria surfaces is that they show different reduction characteristics; these differences were first recognized by theoretical simulation studies 22 that are at the core of the understanding of the fascinating catalytic properties of ceria nanoparticles. During reduction, electrons from the oxygen atom are transferred to two adjacent cerium atoms that are reduced from Ce 4+ to Ce
3+
, and an oxygen vacancy is formed according to the following process:
Vacancies are mobile reactive sites which can act as centers for oxygen activation in oxidation reactions and that are the key ingredient in the oxygen storage process. The {111} surface is the most compact and less prone to accommodate a vacancy defect as can be seen from its vacancy formation energy, which is the highest among the three low index surfaces. 22, 23, 54 Table  1 shows the energies calculated according to DFT calculations with the inclusion of on-site electronic interactions. 54 Other methods can give different numerical results, although the order of reactivity for the vacancy defect formation (i.e., {110} > {100} > {111}) remains the same. 22, 23, 48, 55, 56 This, in principle, will imply that the redox activity of ceria can be altered by preparing crystals with different exposed faces (and thus different shapes); catalytic reactions that are driven by the redox behavior will be therefore affected by different surface exposure. The strong predictive nature of this statement set the basis for several experimental studies on ceria nanocrystals that were successively developed, where a clear correlation between crystal shape and catalytic activity/selectivity was established.
2.2. Size Dependent Behavior. The other key parameter that modifies the surface chemistry of ceria at nanoscale level is the particle size. It was first experimentally observed by Tsunekawa et al. 57, 58 that monodisperse cerium oxide NPs with size ranging from ca. 2 to 8 nm show a remarkable increase in their lattice constant compared to that of bulk CeO 2 , as measured by electron diffraction patterns. This lattice relaxation was induced by the size of the particles, with smaller particles showing the larger increase, and it was associated with the reduction of the valence of Ce with decreasing particle size. This charge reduction from +4 to +3 of cerium ions results in a decrease of electrostatic forces that ultimately induce an increase of the lattice constant. A correlation between oxygen vacancy concentration and ceria crystal size was also measured by Zhou and Huebner 59 who found a large increase in oxygen vacancy concentration with CeO 2 crystal size <10 nm. The large surface to volume ratio of CeO 2 NP exposing several surface atoms with reduced coordination can ultimately lead to a formulation of CeO 2-x in a fluorite lattice as the structure for ceria nanoparticles. 60, 61 Along these lines, more recent modeling studies have investigated the easy of vacancy formation on ceria nanoparticles with variable size. Neyman and co-workers, in a series of elegant studies, investigated the oxygen vacancy formation energies in ceria nanoparticles (CeO 2 ) n as a function of size, by varying n from 20 to 140. 62−64 The energy for vacancy formation is strongly dependent on the oxygen position in the ceria nanocrystal; Figure 2 shows the potential location of a vacancy in a stoichiometric Ce 40 O 80 nanoparticle with the calculated vacancy formation energy. The data shows that the most stable vacancy site is obtained by removing an open 2 coordinate oxygen at the intersection between {100}-and {111}-type facets with a great variability in the vacancy formation energy between the least and the most stable 
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Perspective vacancy (ca. 1.8 eV). This means that there is a great variability in the energy needed to abstract oxygen, but most importantly, they found that removal of oxygen is strongly facilitated for particle dimensions in the range of 2−4 nm compared to extended surfaces, with the vacancy formation energy that reaches a minimum with Ce 80 O 160 ( Figure 3) . Thus, moving from a regular CeO 2 {111} surface and reducing the dimension of the particle, the oxygen vacancy generation in selected positions is favored, which is in agreement with the increased reducibility observed in monodisperse ceria NPs. This can also help explain the unique size-dependent properties observed in ceria at nanoscale like the boosting of the oxygen transfer to Pt metal 20 and the increased oxidation activity in supported catalysts. 12 Other explanations for this size induced lattice relaxation invoke the increased surface energy strain due to the high surface to volume ratio in small sized CeO 2 NPs. These studies found no evidence for increased Ce 3+ and oxygen vacancy concentration; interestingly, they detected the formation of surface superoxide species through adsorption of molecular oxygen. 65 In this case, Ce 3+ sites which are present in under-stoichiometric CeO 2 NPs and are not necessarily associated with an oxygen vacancy 66 can act as a center for adsorption of O 2 to give O 2 − , increasing the formation of active oxygen species and thus boosting oxygen storage activity 67−69 and low temperature oxidation activity. 70 We will return to this debated aspect in a next section.
NANOSHAPED CERIA PARTICLES
Crystal morphology is the result of a delicate balance between kinetic and thermodynamic processes that are established during the particle growing process. Under thermodynamic control, the most stable surfaces will be formed, which often does give NPs a specific shape. Thus, the synthesis of crystal face with higher surface energy occurs through the kinetic control of nucleation and growth rate of the crystal in the different directions. 71 These are controlled by several parameters such us pressure, temperature, pH, solvent, concentration, and characteristics of precursors and additives. Ceria nanoparticles having an fcc structure commonly crystallize in polyhedral shapes enclosed mainly within low energy surfaces of the {111} family followed by {110} and {100}. This produces in CeO 2 the typical octahedral or truncated octahedral geometries with {111} and {100} as major facets (Figure 4) . 30,72−74 The growth rate of the crystal in the different directions can be changed by modifying its surface anisotropy using additives or playing with experimental conditions. This results in the formation of structures having similar dimensions in all directions (zero dimensional, 0D structures like nanospheres, nanocubes, and nanopolyhedra), with one elongated direction (1D nanowires, nanorods, and nanobelts), and with one flattened direction (2D nanoplates and nanosheets) or even hollow and tubular structures. 1, 27, 75 The use of organic/inorganic additives as capping agents is frequently employed to selectively block the growth of the crystal in one specific direction and thus favor the development 
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Perspective of specific surfaces. 76−78 As an example, Figure 5 shows the growth of a ceria nanocrystal in the presence of decanoic acid, which preferentially interacts with the {100} family planes, thus reducing crystal growth in the [100] direction and increasing the growth rate in the [111] direction. This increases the amount of {100} exposed surfaces leading to the formation of a cube-like morphology. By further increasing the amount of capping agent, blocking of both surface growing directions occurs, leading to a truncated octahedral of smaller dimensions. 77 The use of templates is also quite common to synthesize hollow materials with various morphologies like nanospheres and nanotubes. 79, 80 In this case, the growth of the crystal is oriented or forced by the template which is added to promote the assembly of nanoparticles into different morphologies. 39 Overall, high surface area and homogeneous particle sizes can be obtained with these methods, which conversely suffer from the necessity to remove the additive which might be a drawback when clean CeO 2 surfaces with maximum reactive sites are required. 39 As such, template/ surfactant free routes have been extensively investigated to obtain CeO 2 nanomaterials with minimum surface impurities. The hydrothermal/solvothermal process is one of the more powerful and simple methodologies to prepare ceria nanocrystals with shape control and without the necessity of adding templating or other structure directing agents. 27, 81 The method can be employed also to prepare hollow 1D nanostructure like nanotubes. 33, 82, 83 Typically, with this approach, a cerium salt, either Ce(NO 3 ) 3 84 ) , is dissolved in water in the presence of a base (NaOH, KOH, or NH 3 ), and the resulting suspension is transferred into a Teflon-lined autoclave and held at temperature in the range 373−473 K for 20−50 h. Depending on a delicate balance between cerium concentration, counterion, pH, temperature, and time, different particle shapes and sizes can be obtained. In the absence of templating agents, the driving force for building different crystal shapes is the structural anisotropy of the inorganic compounds and the chemical potential in solutions. 26, 85 The structural isotropic nature makes it difficult for ceria to grow anisotropically producing shapes different from polyhedra. However, the presence of anisotropic intermediates during the hydrothermal process 26 and/or the functioning of counterions of precursors as capping agents 86 can facilitate different growth directions of the crystals with the formation of nanoshapes. In one of the standard receipts for preparing nanocubes and nanorods, Mai et al. 26 found that the driving force for developing the rod structure was the large structural anisotropy of Ce(OH) 3 nuclei, formed by precipitation after th eaddition of concentrated NaOH (6−9 M) to a Ce(NO 3 ) 3 · 6H 2 O solution. Because of this structural anisotropy, rod shaped Ce(OH) 3 nanocrystals were readily formed during hydrothermal synthesis at high pH and were then converted to CeO 2 upon drying without losing shape. The high pH was necessary to induce a high rate of dissolution and precipitation with the formation of highly crystalline samples. Increasing the temperature, a higher selectivity toward nanocubes was obtained. 26, 32 In addition to pH and temperature, the nature of the precursor/counterion can also control the final shape of nanocrystals; 86, 87 chloride and nitrate ions can selectively 
Perspective interact with the {111} and {100} facet of the growing CeO 2 crystal, respectively, changing the surface free energies and thus controlling the growth rate of different facets. For these reasons, the presence of Cl − favors the formation of elongated 1D structures like nanowires and nanorods, while NO 3 − favors nanoparticles or nanocubes. The overall behavior can be outlined as in Figure 6 where in part A the fate of Ce(OH) 3 nuclei to give nanoparticles, nanorods, or nanocubes is shown as a function of counterion, pH, and temperature, 86 while part B shows the morphological shape diagram of CeO 2 after hydrothermal synthesis, adapted from the original source 88 to include also results from other investigations. Modification of the standard hydrothermal methods/receipts have also been reported, including the change of the base and the precursors to obtain modified rod structure, nanowires, and octahedral particles. 81, 89, 90 Chen et al., 91 using peroxyacetic acid as oxidant and in the absence of any template, were also able to promote the formation of single crystalline hollow nanocubes with a dimension of ca. 120 nm and a shell thickness of 30 nm. This shows the great versatility and simplicity of the methodology which can be used to prepare a great number of different morphologies by carefully playing with selected parameters.
3.1. Nanocubes. Among the great mosaic of ceria nanoshapes, cubic and rod-like morphologies are the most widely investigated and characterized for catalytic applications. 92 This is due to the relatively simple preparation 
Perspective procedure coupled with their shape stability that allows characterization under various conditions. The structure of a CeO 2 nanocube is a particle enclosed by six {100} faces with size ranging from a few nanometers 93 to more than 100 nm.
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The ideal cubic structure is seldom shown in the literature, and more frequently, nanocubes show round corners and edges which expose {111} and {110} surfaces, respectively ( Figure  7 ). 74 Detailed HRTEM measurements at quasi atomic resolution revealed that all of the surfaces show large deviation from their ideal behavior with strong ionic relaxation. 94, 95 The {100} surface can show multiple surface terminations (either Ce, O, or Ce−O) and a high degree of reduction in the outermost layer, which extends up to ca. 1 nm deep. The portion of {111} and {110} surfaces compared to {100} in a nanocube can be modified by selectively blocking the growth rate along the {111} and {100} direction using capping agents during synthesis, 77, 78 which results in the formation of truncated octahedral geometries. Thermal treatments can also modify the shape of nanocubes that reveal morphological changes with the formation of capping edges and round corners 96 and {111} faceting of the {100} flat surface 97 above 773 and 600 K, respectively. Similar changes can be originated by electron beam irradiation. 95 Increasing the temperature up to 1173 K results in the formation of rounded particles, which originate from a modification of a cubic shape to a cube with cut corners as a first step followed by the formation of a cube with truncated corners and edges and finally an irregular truncated cuboctahedron, which would resemble a round particle in HRTEM images. 72 Similarly, starting from polycrystalline ceria samples mainly constituted by octahedral particles, high temperature treatment results in particle truncation with overall sintering and exposure of {100}/ {110} surfaces, 36 a process which is analogous to that observed on thin CeO 2 films, where annealing in the presence of oxygen induces truncation of {111} faces with the formation of {100} surfaces. 98, 99 This is summarized in Figure 8 that shows the transformation of nanocubes into round shaped particles with edge and corner cuts ( Figure 8A ) and the truncation of octahedral nanoparticles present in polycrystalline ceria ( Figure  8B ). In both examples, independently from the shape and the preparation method of the starting material, particles with a truncated octahedral geometry are formed after thermal treatment of nanoparticles and nanocubes. Thus, regardless of the initial morphology, the formation of similar crystal shapes after treatment suggests the existence of a geometrical relationship between the different ceria particles, which have important implications also in the reactivity of crystals. 96 This is also supported by a comparison of geometrical shapes observed with high temperature simulated amorphization and recrystallization of ceria nanocubes and octahedral nanoparticles, 100 which is represented in Figure 8C showing that the final model generated in this way (i.e., a truncated octahedra) is independent of the starting configuration.
3.2. Nanorods. A more complicated situation exists with rod-shaped morphologies due to the higher reactivity of the Ce(OH) 3 precursor and the strong influence of reaction conditions on the final morphology. This can lead to different crystal growth directions and exposed planes, as illustrated in Figure 9 . Typically, nanorods grow along the [110] 
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Perspective between preparation methods and precise morphologies has not yet been fully understood though it is established that cerium precursors and drying/calcination steps strongly influence the final characteristics of nanorods. Liu et al. found that rods are mostly enclosed either by {110} and {100} or by {111} and {100} faces using Ce(NO 3 ) 3 or CeCl 3 , respectively. 105 The use of Ce(NO 3 ) 3 generally results in nanorods exposing the {110} and {100} faces in agreement with the original preparation method, 26, 35 although recently Agarwal et al., 106 using a similar receipt, found that the only prominent well-defined visible facet was the {111} surface with all the others being irregular and not well-defined. Similarly, the use of CeCl 3 has also been associated with nanorods exposing prevalently the {111} surface. 31, 90 One possible explanation for these discrepancies is the calcination temperature of the nanorods. The Shen's group has shown that the prevalently exposed planes changed from {110} and {100} to {111} by thermally treating rods from 673 to 973 K; 107, 108 more recently, other groups found that thermal treatment at 873 and 973 K favors the formation of {111} exposed planes. 101, 109 This is in agreement with the latest findings of Yang et al. 110 who studied the effect of thermal annealing of ceria nanorods by combined CO adsorption IRRAS and HRTEM using ceria single crystal models with {111} and {110} surfaces. They found that the {110} surface of nanorods reconstructs exposing large fractions of {111} nanofacets on the {110} planes, which can explain why these particles can show either the {100} or the {110} and {111} terminations. Figure 10 shows the {111} facets formed on the {110} planes and the CO adsorption characteristics on these facets characterized by peaks at 2154 and 2170 cm −1 respectively. A detailed 3D investigation of ceria nanorods has been conducted by Florea et al. by using electron tomography combined with HRTEM analysis. 74 The study highlights the morphological complexity of rod nanoparticles that show large inhomogeneity in their thickness due to irregular surface topography with a high density of crystallographic defects (which made it difficult to assign precise crystallographic planes on the surface) and inhomogeneous internal structure, which is characterized by the presence of internal porosity, a characteristic that has been observed by other groups, especially after thermal treatment. 96, 104, 111 On the basis of HRTEM and Fourier pattern analysis, they adopted a structural model suggested previously by Bugayeva, 112 where the nanorod particle is composed of several coexisting single crystal subunits of complex geometry that grow along the [110] direction.
It can be clearly seen from the above description that these ceria nanoparticles exhibit a rather complex morphology and surface structure with the presence of extensive faceting, various types of defects, and an increased amount of highly reactive surfaces which could be responsible for the higher activity generally observed with rod-shaped ceria. Conversely, the diversity of surface characteristics of rod-shaped particles makes their characterization and the unambiguous correlation between catalytic behavior and surface properties at nanoscale a challenging task.
SHAPE DEPENDENT REACTIVITY AND CATALYSIS
OF CERIA NANOPARTICLES 4.1. Oxygen Storage Capacity. The fortune of ceria in catalysis lies in its oxygen storage capacity (OSC), that is, the ability CeO 2 has to accommodate a large number of oxygen vacancies under slightly reducing atmosphere to give understoichiometric CeO 2-x , which can be oxidized back to CeO 2 in an oxygen containing atmosphere. This occurs without structural modification of the fluorite ceria lattice. Thus, to improve activity of ceria-based catalysts, scientists have been seeking to maximize the formation of oxygen vacancies, which requires a reducing atmosphere and high temperatures. Yan's group, investigating the preparation of nanostructured ceria, first observed that nanocubes and nanorods had a higher capacity to store and release oxygen at high temperature compared to that of octahedral ceria nanoparticles. 26 The increased OSC was associated with the exposure of the more reducible {100} and {110} planes in nanoshaped ceria and followed the order of nanocubes > nanorods ≫ nanopolyhedra. The values are reported in Table 2 ; they are compared with the maximum theoretical surface area-normalized OSC calculated on the three more stable surfaces and indicate that OSC is not limited to the surface but that it takes place also in the bulk.
Other nanoshapes, like 2D ceria nanoplates, with an extended surface to volume ratio, show an even higher surface OSC (7.5 μmoles O 2 m −2 ) revealing the participation of bulk oxygen in the reduction already at 573 K. 113 The preparation of nanorods with a high degree of porosity and large surface area 
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Perspective resulted in much higher OSC at 673 K (>900 μmoles O 2 /g) attributed to the higher number of oxygen vacancies in porous samples. 114 This was claimed to be the highest OSC value reported for ceria nanostructures, although a direct comparison to rank the properties of materials in terms of OSC is questionable, due to the different methodologies and especially temperatures employed to measure oxygen release. Reduction of ceria followed by temperature-programmed reduction in hydrogen (H 2 -TPR) also indicates a superior behavior of nanoshapes compared to that of ceria NPs; this is evidenced by the anticipation of the onset of surface Ce 4+ reduction and by the increase of reduction degree at low temperature that can be associated with easier oxygen removal from exposed {100} and {110} surfaces and to the higher density of surface defects present in nanoshapes. 96, 104, 115, 116 Differences in surface area of the starting materials can also influence the overall H 2 -TPR profiles changing the order of reactivity between nanocubes and nanorods. 107, 117, 118 Quantitative TPR measurements also estimate a higher degree of overall CeO 2 reduction at high temperature in nanoshapes, 96 which again indicates the participation of bulk oxygen in the reduction process.
While it is clearly established that OSC at intermediate/high temperatures (>573−673 K) is dominated by the removal and uptake of oxygen through formation and annihilation of oxygen vacancies, the high OSC activity observed at 373−473 K in nanorods 119 and nanocubes 120 opens up interesting implications for low temperature activation of ceria oxygen. Xu et al. 65 first observed an enhancement of the OSC capacity for small size ceria particles, which was related to the presence of superoxide ions on the ceria surfaces detected by EPR spectroscopy, and this effect was not related to an increase of oxygen vacancies. 122 In the presence of oxygen vacancies, the migration barrier from O 2 − to O 2 2− is very low (0.35 eV for a {111} surface), and superoxides can easily transform into peroxides with increasing temperature. 123 However, they have a very high oxidizing power, as they can oxidize CO without an activation barrier by forming CO 2 and recovering full stoichiometric ceria. After that, a new vacancy must be formed to continue the oxidation process (see Scheme 1a). Therefore, the higher reactivity of ceria nanoparticles can be connected to the easier generation of oxygen vacancies that helps with the formation of transient and active superoxides species.
In the absence of oxygen vacancies, the formation of superoxides is likely favored upon direct interaction between oxygen and low-coordinated Ce 3+ ions located in edges, steps, corners, or dislocations. 122 Such configuration can be found in small understoichiometric ceria nanoparticles (similar to the one studied bu Xu et al. 65 ), where gas phase oxygen can adsorb for every Ce 3+ ion located in corners and ridges forming oxygen charged particles, known as supercharged ceria nanoparticles. These were first suggested on the basis of DFT modeling 69 and later observed experimentally 124 in small ceria nanoparticles showing extremely high OSC. Therefore, at low temperature and with highly defective small ceria nanoparticles, oxygen storage has also been related to adsorption and desorption of O 2 as superoxide on defective Ce 3+ not in proximity to an oxygen vacancy. It is not clear in the above studies if OSC is simply considered as storage of oxygen with no redox implications, or if it is associated with the ability of ceria to oxidize hydrogen or carbon monoxide in a cyclic way, being alternately reduced and oxidized. OSC redox mechanism without the formation of oxygen vacancy (and in the absence of supported metal atoms) has not been reported so far, although it was envisioned by Huang and Beck 68 as a conclusion of their study and associated with the rich active oxygen chemistry on small size ceria NPs. One such possibility is tentatively depicted in Scheme 1b, and it involves the transformation of superoxides to peroxides and the cyclic alternation between Ce 3+ and Ce 4+ without the generation of vacancies. However, the feasibility of such cycles needs to be more explicitly addressed if the OSC concept put forward for small supercharged size ceria NPs, in the absence of supported metal, is to be used for developing more active catalysts.
The formation of superoxide ions has been observed spectroscopically either in nanorods, 103 associated with the high level of defect of their surfaces, and in small nanocubes. ) were detected on small nanocubes and octahedral nanoparticles with a concentration and distribution which was size-and shape-dependent, indicating higher adsorption intensities over nanocubes compared to nanooctahedrons, in agreement with their superior oxygen storage capacity. Ongoing DFT studies highlight the formation of active oxygen O 2 2− species on step edge-type defects over the {111} ceria surface, 125 which demonstrate that not only small size ceria particles but also defects on flat surfaces can generate highly active oxygen 
Perspective species. Therefore, highly defective and faceted surfaces can be a fertile environment for the generation of active oxygen species that might explain why nanorods and nanocubes show a superior OSC behavior than nanopolyhedra. The present findings also highlight that the fabrication of active ceria-based redox catalysts needs to rely upon the presence of defective surface sites (either Ce 3+ or Ce 3+ ions associated with a vacancy) that can act as centers to maximize active oxygen adsorption/release under operative conditions. The way this will proceed, especially at low temperatures, is not yet completely known; the shape and the size of ceria crystallites and their surface morphology will certainly make the difference in this regard.
4.2. Catalytic Behavior. 4.2.1. Oxidation Reaction. The redox and oxygen storage behavior of ceria is closely tied with its catalytic oxidation properties, and CO oxidation has been often used as a model reaction to probe the redox properties of CeO 2 . It is believed to proceed through the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism, 6 where CO first reacts with surface ceria oxygen giving CO 2 (or adsorbed carbonates that subsequently form CO 2 ) and leaving an oxygen vacancy which is then filled with gas phase oxygen. A higher reactivity of the {110} and {100} ceria surfaces toward carbon monoxide oxidation was predicted by computer simulation techniques several years ago. 22, 23 In the study of Sayle et al., 22 it was anticipated that "any processing conditions which favor the formation of these surfaces will result in enhanced activity toward oxidation". Before the introduction of shape selective synthesis, there were occasional examples where modification of ceria surfaces allowed one to experimentally verify these theoretical findings. In one case, the interaction of CuO with ceria thin films exposing {100} faces resulted in more active CO oxidation catalysts compared to that of CuO in contact with {111} CeO 2 surfaces, and this was attributed to the greater ability of ceria {100} to assist copper oxide in changing valence and supplying oxygen. 98 In this case, exposure of {100} faces was promoted by thermal annealing of ceria films. Similarly, we have shown that polycrystalline cerium dioxide NPs with no preferential face exposure increase the proportion of {100} surface exposure upon calcination. 36 Although the process brings an overall decrease of exposed surface area, the specific CO oxidation activity was strongly increased.
CO oxidation over nanoshaped ceria particles was investigated by Zhou et al. 35 in a study where they compared the light-off performances of nanorods and irregular nanoparticles of similar surface area; the higher activity of the former was attributed to the combination of exposed planes with a higher proportion of {100} and {110} surfaces. This was the first study where the reactivity of nanoshaped particles (NSP) was examined in CO oxidation, and it paved the way for several investigations where the correlation between ceria shapes and CO oxidation was clearly established. 81,84,107,126−133 The lightoff activity generally follows the order nanorods > nanocubes > nanoparticles, and also, the turnover frequency of CO oxidation is higher on {110} followed by {100} and {111} surfaces, 126 which is the reverse order of oxygen vacancy formation energy. 54 Figure 11 shows the light-off performances of the three ceria nanoshapes compared with the evolution of CO 2 from their CO-TPR profiles. A clear correlation between the onset of CO oxidation with the onset of reduction of ceria surfaces by CO is observed, which indicates a stronger interaction of CO with the nanorod surfaces. 126 This is the result of the lower vacancy formation energy, coupled with the low coordination number of surface oxygen, the shortest surface oxygen−oxygen distance on {110} surfaces, and the presence of a large amount of defects sites on rods, 103, 134 which can help with the formation of active oxygen species at lower temperatures. The higher reactivity of the {110} compared to {111} surfaces for CO adsorption and oxidation was also pointed out in a number of theoretical studies that addressed the formation of carbonate-like species at the expense of ceria reduction as a key step in CO oxidation. 37, 38 Another reaction that shows a Mars-van Krevelen type mechanism is carbon soot oxidation. 135 The above studies have been recently extended to soot oxidation, and under these conditions, a marked face dependent behavior has also been reported. 96,136−138 However, although it is clearly evidenced that nanoshapes positively influence carbon oxidation, the complexity of the reaction, which includes catalyst−carbon contact as an additional variable, has not yet allowed one to unambiguously distinguish the contribution of different effects on the overall activity (surface area, contact points, shape, size...). 139−141 Soot oxidation over ceria-based materials occurs through the cooperation between two mutually interacting mechanisms: oxidation of soot by direct interaction between carbon and surface lattice oxygen of ceria at the carbon−ceria interface and activation of oxygen over vacancy and/or Ce 3+ with the formation of active oxygen species like peroxide or 
Perspective superoxides, which then spill over the carbon particles for oxidation. 142 Oxidation of carbon at the interface is facilitated by the higher reducibility of Ce 4+ ions in nanoshapes; the resulting vacancies can then act as centers for oxygen activation, although the dependency of the oxidation rate with the formation of active oxygen species has not yet been clearly disclosed. We observed a direct correlation between oxygen vacancy formation and the presence of active oxygen species by in situ XPS; 142 however, a high number of oxygen vacancies can also lead to a higher reactivity of surface oxygen that can bring to a preferential formation of O 2− instead of O 2 − or O 2 2− , quenching the reaction rate with annihilation of the vacancy. 143 Additional studies elucidating the above aspects are therefore needed to better understand the interaction of carbon with different ceria nanoshaped materials. Total oxidation of organics like toluene and polycyclic aromatic compounds over nanoshaped ceria has also been reported recently. 88, 118 A high oxidation activity is found with nanorods compared to nanocubes and nanopolyhedra, and it has been associated with the higher number of surface oxygen defects.
However, in addition to the overall concentration of oxygen vacancies and related Ce 3+ , it is also the structure of these defects that plays an important role in oxidation reactions. Recent studies have shown that the distribution of oxygen vacancy defects in CeO 2 nanocrystals with different shapes can alter their catalytic behavior in CO and other oxidation reactions. In particular, the higher activity of nanorods in CO 105 and o-xylene 144 oxidation was attributed to their high concentration of larger sized oxygen vacancy clusters (as determined by positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy) and to their consequent higher reducibility. The engineering of such defect clusters can be achieved either by applying specific thermal procedures 84 or by utilizing appropriate synthetic methods. 105 The concentration and the structure of vacancy can also influence the interaction with metals and consequently affect the activity of metal/ceria formulations, 145, 146 as we will see in the next section.
Hydrogenation Reactions.
Oxidation reactions seem therefore to benefit from the presence of nanoshapes due to the increased reactivity of exposed {110} and {100} surfaces toward the formation of oxygen vacancies. However, an opposite effect was found for the hydrogenation reaction, where nanoparticles are more active than nanocubes. 147 Figure  12 compares the reactivity of nanoparticles and nanocubes in CO and soot oxidation and C 2 H 2 hydrogenation to ethylene against oxygen storage. It is clearly shown that while CO and soot oxidation are promoted by CeO 2 nanocubes and by an increase of oxygen storage/vacancy formation, hydrogenation of acetylene shows and opposite behavior being favored over nanoparticles with lower oxygen storage. This is due to the lower reactivity of the {111} face that limits vacancy formation and promotes hydrogenation. In contrast to oxidation reactions, hydrogenation on CeO 2 is favored over low-vacancy surfaces owing to the key role of nearby oxygens on the stabilization of reactive hydroxyl intermediates. 148 Similarly, Zhao et al. observed enhanced propene and propyne hydrogenation activity over {111} CeO 2 facets due to the higher density of hydroxy species with fewer oxygen vacancies. 149 This is also accompanied by a lower selectivity in the pairwise semihydrogenation of propyne over CeO 2 {111} due to the presence of surface oxygen atoms that are sufficiently close and in a geometry that can accommodate the transition state. 150 Another example where an opposite reactivity is found is the catalytic dephosphorylation reaction, where the activity of surfaces follows the trend {111} > {110} > {100} with nanospheres and nanooctahedra perfoming better than nanorods and nanocubes. 151 This behavior has been associated with the surface density of oxygen vacancies derived from O 2 -TPD analysis, although the role of the Lewis acidity of the Ce 4+ cation which activates the dissociation of the P−O bond has also been considered.
4.2.3. Acid/Base Reaction. In addition to its excellent OSC properties, ceria is known also to display a rich acid−base chemistry, which can be coupled with the above redox behavior to catalyze many organic reactions. 8 Because of the different degrees of coordinative surface unsaturation of Ce 4+ and O 2− in the three major facets of CeO 2 , these are expected to display different acid−base properties which can result in shape dependent activity also for this type of reaction. Recently, Wu et al. addressed this issue by studying the type and strength of acid−base properties over the three major facets of ceria by using nanoshaped ceria cubes, rods, and octahedra. 152 While the results showed that only weak surface Lewis acid sites are present on ceria and are slightly dependent on the surface type, a strong surface structure dependency was found for the Lewis basic sites. A variety of carbonate species form by adsorption of CO 2 over CeO 2 indicating the presence of oxygen with Lewis base character with a strength that is strongly dependent on ceria shapes. This is clearly evidenced by the stability of adsorbed CO 2 on the different nanoshapes and by the characteristics of adsorption of other probe molecules like CHCl 3 ( Figure 13 ). The latter can display a red shift of the ν(C−H) stretching mode which is proportional to the strength of the basicity of the surface O sites. The difference in acid− base site strength (coupled also with oxygen storage/release) results in a morphology dependent activity and selectivity for reactions of various substrates with ceria shapes. 153, 154 Thus, ethanol is easily formed in base sites of {100} surfaces of cubes after acetaldehyde adsorption and disproportionation under temperature-programmed reaction conditions, while the lower 
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Perspective acetone production in octahedral nanoparticles is attributed to the lower base strength of {111} surfaces. 154 The synergism between defect sites and acid−base properties is also crucial to explain the structure−activity relationships in dimethyl carbonate synthesis with CO 2 and methanol, where a clear relationship was found among activity, crystal shape, and strength of acid−base sites, with rods showing more acid−base sites than cubes and nanooctahedra 109 ( Figure 14 ). Other organic reactions can benefit from tailoring acid/base redox properties through the modification of ceria shapes. Thus, the coupling of redox ability with the presence of weak acid sites can explain the higher activity of nanorods in the aerobic oxidative coupling of alcohols and amines to imines. 155, 156 Similarly, the presence of medium strength water tolerant Lewis acid sites on ceria is responsible for its activity in hydrolysis reactions under liquid phase; 157 here, the {111} crystalline facet was more active than the {110} and {100} families, and consequently, reactivity decreased in the sequence nanopolyhedra > nanorods > nanocubes. Another example where the acid/base characteristics of ceria promote an excellent catalytic behavior is the low temperature formylation of amines with dimethylformamide to give the corresponding formamides. The higher activity of rod shaped nanoparticles was attributed to the higher basicity of exposed {110} surfaces, 158 in agreement with results shown in Figure 14 . 109 Other cases, where the modification of crystal shape does not strongly affect activity have been reported as well. 159 Therefore, in addition to the redox/defect chemistry of ceria, controlling the acid−base properties through crystal modification at nanoscale can be an additional tool for designing active and selective ceria-based catalysts.
INFLUENCE OF NANOARCHITECTURED CERIA IN
THE BEHAVIOR OF SUPPORTED METALS For supported metal nanoparticles, catalytic characteristics depend not only on the metal particle size, shape, composition, and chemical state but also on the role of the support. This is known as the metal−support interaction, 160 which has drawn growing interest since it was known that the atomic arrangement between the metal nanoparticles and the support is often directly related to the catalytic reactivity. The unique properties of ceria, such as the availability of surface oxygen species which ceria can supply to the metal site, make it an excellent support for a wide number of catalytic applications. In this way, noble metals on ceria are activated at low temperatures for many oxidation reactions. 13 From the study of inverse structures, where ceria nanoparticles are deposited on metal films, the metal−CeO 2 interface has unambiguously been identified as the active site for many processes, such as the oxidation of CO and the water−gas shift (WGS) reaction. 161 5.1. Effect of Ceria Planes on the Catalytic Activity and Stability of M/CeO 2 . The surface terminations of CeO 2 play a determinant role in the stabilization of metal nanoparticles as the redox capabilities of CeO 2 are strongly correlated with the planes exposed. In addition, the different CeO 2 nanostructures can also impact the size, morphology, and interface of the metal nanoparticles that, furthermore, can change under different reaction environments depending on the ceria nanoshape. These factors are interdependent and can be directly or indirectly related to the planes exposed by ceria. Lin et al. 101 performed aberration-corrected high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging on Au/CeO 2 nanostructures with welldefined shapes. With atoms clearly resolved, the size, morphology, and atomic interface structures between Au nanoparticles and CeO 2 nanocubes and nanorods were analyzed before and after WGS. For Au nanoparticles supported over CeO 2 nanocubes, the first Au atomic layers at 
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Perspective the Au−CeO 2 interface in the as-prepared sample showed an extra-bright contrast (Figure 15 ), which was ascribed to the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth mode. The SK growth is commonly observed as a balance between a strong metal− support interaction and an equally strong metal−metal interaction. That is, the first Au monolayer metal−support interaction is stronger than the Au−Au interaction, but from the second layer onward, the Au−Au is more important as stress relieves. However, after WGS, the strong metal−support interaction was lost, and the Au nanoparticles coarsened. This was related to the presence of additional oxygen vacancies and Ce(III) at the Au−CeO 2 {100} interface. 101 This transformation had important consequences on the catalytic activity, and a strong deactivation during the WGS was observed over the catalyst with Au nanoparticles supported over CeO 2 nanocubes. In contrast, the Au/CeO 2 nanorods were constituted initially by regular Au nanoparticles and minor Au rafts, which migrated to the particles during WGS. The Au nanoparticles on the CeO 2 nanorods were almost unchanged after the WGS reaction ( Figure 15 ) and performed better than the catalyst containing Au nanoparticles on the CeO 2 nanocubes. The better WGS performance over Au/CeO 2 nanorods was also reported by Si and Flytzani-Stephanopoulos. 162 Therefore, the different CeO 2 nanostructures have a strong impact both on the size and morphology of the Au nanoparticles and, in particular, on the Au−CeO 2 interface through the metal−support interaction, which ultimately affects catalytic performance.
Ta et al. 108 used atomic resolution environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM) to monitor the Au− CeO 2 interface of Au nanoparticles supported over ceria nanorods under CO oxidation conditions. Ceria nanorods were selected because of the facile generation of surface oxygen vacancies, which immobilize the metal nanoparticles. Under reaction conditions, the shape of the Au nanoparticles shifted from the original truncated octahedral to more rounded configurations, which reflected the restructuring of the active Au−CeO 2 interface. In addition, disordered CeO 2 layers adjacent to the Au nanoparticles appeared under reaction, which increased in thickness over time (Figure 16 ). The chemical nature of the newly formed ceria layers was identified as reduced ceria species, which bonded the Au nanoparticles more tightly and changed the electronic state of Au, especially the Au atoms at the perimeter of the Au−CeO 2 interface.
This particular strong metal−ceria interaction effect is likely present in other metal nanoparticles supported on ceria nanorods, as is the case for Ni/CeO 2 in carbon dioxide reforming of methane, Pt/CeO 2 for WGS, 163 and Ru/CeO 2 for the combustion of chlorobenzene. 164 Du et al. 165 showed that the ceria {100} and {110} planes had superiority for the anchoring of Ni nanoparticles, which prevented sintering of the metal phase with respect to Ni/CeO 2 nanopolyhedra. In the synthesis of methanol from CO 2 hydrogenation over Cu/CeO 2 , Ouyang et al. 166 reported that the ceria morphology greatly affected the yield of methanol. The highest catalytic activity was found for Cu nanoparticles dispersed over ceria nanorods, where the strongest interaction between Cu and CeO 2 and the highest Cu dispersion was also demonstrated. Zabilskiy et al. 167 found a better catalytic performance for the decomposition of N 2 O with CuO nanoparticles supported on ceria nanorods, as oxygen mobility and regeneration of active Cu centers on the {100} and {110} surface planes were easier. Similarly, Liu et al. reached the same conclusion for the reduction of NO by CO. 168 Cui and Dai 169 reported that when Cu was supported over ceria nanorods, it was more active for carbonate hydrogenation than Cu over ceria nanocubes and nanopolyhedra also because there was a stronger interaction between Cu and CeO 2 nanorods, resulting in a balanced distribution of Cu + /Cu 0 species. However, Yao et al. 170 reported that Cu nanoparticles supported on ceria nanopolyhedra showed the highest activity and stability in WGS owing to the best metallic Cu dispersion and strong Cu−ceria interaction, and Gamarra et al. 171 showed an important enhancement of COPrOx performance of copper supported on ceria nanocubes, which was proposed to be a consequence of the interaction between CuO and the {100} ceria planes. In this line, Wang et al. 172 demonstrated a low reactivity in CO oxidation of Cu supported on ceria nanorods due to a strongly bound Cu-[Ox]-Ce structure by the {110} planes of ceria, which was adverse to the formation of reduced Cu(I) active sites, whereas CuO x clusters on {111} planes of ceria were easily reduced and stabilized, which greatly enhanced the 
Perspective catalytic reactivity. Other examples of the role of copper−ceria interactions in nanostructured CeO 2 have been recently reviewed by Konsolakis. 173 Overall, several crucial issues related to the influence of surface oxygen vacancies in ceria nanoshapes and Cu/CuO nanoparticle shape and size in the catalytic properties of the Cu-CeO 2 system remain unclear. The reasons for the ceria nanorods being a superior metal nanoparticle support are essentially attributed to the high mobility of oxygen over the {110} faces as well to as a strong metal−support interaction that stabilizes the metal centers. However, the procedure followed to prepare the different catalysts may result in important differences which can only be assessed by a detailed characterization at the atomic level and/or by using operando techniques. In particular, ceria nanorods may have different concentrations of defects and imperfections in their lattices as a consequence of the preparation conditions employed in each case which are also reflected in differences in the proportion of the different planes exposed; as we have already discussed, in addition to {110} and {100} surfaces, ceria nanorods expose variable amounts of {111} planes as well.
Surface restructuring and faceting on the performance of CeO 2 as a support of metal nanoparticles have been recognized to also have a very high impact in reactivity. Tinoco et al. 97 reconstructed the {100} surfaces of ceria nanocubes into a set of {111}-bound, zigzagged nanofacets but retaining the cubic shape by an oxidation treatment at 873 K ( Figure 17 ). They demonstrated a dramatic change between conventional ceria nanocubes and restructured ceria nanocubes to fix Au nanoparticles on their surface. It is known that the CeO 2 {100} surface is metastable and tends to reconstruct into {111}-related structures, in particular under oxygen-rich environments, 174 and this can be conveniently used to tune the surface of CeO 2 nanostructures to accommodate metal nanoparticles. In the above work, both ceria nanocubes and reconstructed nanocubes were used to prepare Au/CeO 2 catalysts by the deposition−precipitation (DP) method. The Au loading targeted in these preparations was 1.5 wt %, but the catalyst prepared with the ceria nanocubes only reached 0.4 wt %. In contrast, the restructured ceria nanocubes accommodated an Au loading of 1.0 wt %. This difference was even more relevant if one considers that the surface area exposed by the restructured nanocubes was roughly half that of the initial CeO 2 nanocubes. Thus, in terms of Au surface density (% Au m −2 ) the difference between the two samples was 5-fold. These results clearly indicate that the ability of ceria to nucleate and grow metal nanoparticles using the widely used methods of DP and impregnation strongly depends on the exact crystallographic nature of the facets exposed at the ceria surface. In other words, the quality of the exposed surface appears as a much more influencing factor than the total quantity of available surface. In this case, the surface restructuration imposed by the {111} ceria nanofaceting process increased to a large extent the efficiency of Au deposition onto ceria. This can be interpreted considering that metal nanoparticles grow preferentially on surface defect sites where the contact area with the support can be maximized. 175 Then, in the valley locations of the zigzagged {111} nanofacets the Au nanoparticles contact simultaneously at least two {111} facets (Figure 17) , thus allowing to increase significantly the contact area with the ceria support as compared to the situation where Au nanoparticles sit on a flat {100} surface. As a consequence, the restructured ceria nanocubes were much more active for the oxidation of CO. This is in agreement with the general consensus about the key role of Au atoms at the perimeter of supported Au nanoparticles. 108 Cargnello et al. 15 extended this conclusion to other metals (Pt, Pd, and Ni) showing that these metal nanoparticles on ceria are also active through the perimeter atoms adhered to the ceria surface.
In addition to the metal loading issue and the preferential location of metal nanoparticles over the different planes exposed by ceria, the electronic state of the deposited metal nanoparticles also depends on the facets where they anchor. This is observed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and it is sustained by DFT calculations performed on model metal clusters supported on CeO 2 . 176 It has been found that the electronic state of the deposited metal nanoparticles strongly depends on the reduction degree of the ceria support and, in particular, by the presence of oxygen vacancies in areas underneath the metal clusters. Then, the electronic state of metal nanoparticles anchored over CeO 2 dominated by the contribution of {100} facets are, in general, shifted in the direction of slightly negative species, whereas that of metal nanoparticles in contact with ceria {111} facets exhibit a slightly positive oxidation state. Besides, it is well known that the presence of metal nanoparticles on top of ceria crystallites strongly modifies the reducibility of the underlying cerium oxide. All this has, obviously, an impact on catalytic behavior. Tan et al. 177 studied nanoshaped Pd/CeO 2 catalysts for formaldehyde oxidation and found that 54% of Pd species on ceria nanocubes, the most active catalyst, was in the metallic state, whereas only 27% was present on ceria nanopolyhedra, and all the Pd species on ceria nanorods was in oxide form. This was related with a high amount of oxygen vacancies on the ceria nanorods that generated adsorbed atomic oxygen and oxidized Pd. Also, Hu et al. 178 showed that Pd on ceria nanorods mainly formed solid solution with Pd linkages on the surface and was very active for CO oxidation, whereas PdO x dominated on ceria nanopolyhedra and was particularly active for propane oxidation. Therefore, the chemical states of Pd species on the ceria surface are obviously shape-dependent. Surface oxygen mobility on ceria nanorods appears crucial for CO oxidation, whereas C−H activation of propane is favored on the {111} ceria planes. The influence of nanoshaped ceria as support of bimetallic systems has been less explored. 
Perspective Substantial changes in the metal nanoparticle structure depending upon both whether they have been exposed to oxidative or reducing conditions and the crystallographic planes exposed at the surface of the ceria support have been described for RhPd/CeO 2 catalysts in the steam reforming reaction of ethanol (ESR). Divins et al. 179 used synchrotron radiation to perform operando X-ray diffraction in an effort to elucidate the role of the CeO 2 structure on the ESR reaction. The bimetallic RhPd nanoparticles restructured on {100} and {110} ceria crystallographic planes during catalyst activation under H 2 at 573 K and ESR due to a strong metal−support interaction, which had a positive impact on WGS performance (one of the main reactions participating in the ESR mechanism), but not on {111} ceria planes. The use of operando characterization techniques turns to be invaluable and necessary to decipher the nature of the metal−ceria interface, which remains a controversial issue in most cases.
It should be highlighted that most comparisons reported up to now between catalysts containing metal nanoparticles supported on CeO 2 with different morphologies have not properly taken into account the differences between metal nanoparticle size distributions. The main problem is the formation of different metal ensembles and structures over the different ceria nanoshapes arising from the preparation methods and/or pretreatments, which exhibit different intrinsic reactivity per se. It was discovered that the morphology of ceria strongly affects the structure of metal nanoparticles prepared from ionic salts. 180 Usually, CeO 2 rods stabilize metal atoms and clusters, whereas larger metal nanoparticles are found on CeO 2 cubes. 181 In this way, the discussion about the influence of ceria nanoshapes on catalytic activity is masked by different metal nanoparticle sizes and structures, which are critical factors for catalytic activity. To overcome this difficulty, Soler et al. 182 studied the CO oxidation and COPrOx reaction over preformed Au metal nanoparticles supported on ceria nanocubes, nanorods, and nanopolyhedra. The use of preformed Au nanoparticles allowed for the preparation of Au/CeO 2 catalysts with different ceria nanoshapes but with exactly the same Au dimensions, so the effects of the ceria nanoshape on catalytic performance could be properly investigated without introducing new variables related to Au particle size and/or geometry. Interestingly, XPS revealed that Au was present in a metallic state over ceria nanocubes, as it was initially in the preformed Au nanoparticles. However, on ceria nanopolyhedra and especially on ceria nanorods, there was a very strong interaction between Au and ceria resulting in an electron density transfer from Au to Ce, which ultimately led to the partial oxidation of Au and to the partial reduction of ceria. A clear trend between the amount of Ce(III) species, amount of oxidized Au, and catalytic activity was demonstrated (Figure 18 ). Therefore, it can be unambiguously concluded that the different nanoshapes exhibited by ceria strongly affect both the structural and electronic properties of the metal nanoparticles supported on them, which ultimately determine their catalytic behavior and stability.
The bonding strength at the metal−ceria interfaces appears as a key factor to control in the design of new ceria nanoshaped-supported metal catalysts. In addition, besides the surface composition and surface structure determined by the exposed crystal planes of ceria, the concentration and structure of oxygen vacancies also play a decisive role in the surface reactivity and catalytic performance, as pointed out by 
Perspective Esch et al. 183 By employing ceria nanocubes and nanorods, Chang et al. 145 demonstrated a shape-dependent interplay between oxygen vacancies and the Ag−CeO 2 interface, which controlled the structure and catalytic activity of Ag/CeO 2 catalysts for the oxidation of CO. In particular, the interaction of Ag with ceria nanoparticles is dependent on the presence of an appropriate ratio of large and small vacancy clusters, and this interaction also affects catalytic activity. Wang et al. 184 disclosed the relationship between the concentration/type of oxygen vacancy clusters and CO 2 methanation performance of Ru nanoparticles supported over nanoshaped ceria. It was found that Ru strongly promoted the formation of oxygen vacancies at the interface of Ru and {100} facets of ceria nanocubes, which facilitated the activation of CO 2 . However, although the ordering and association of defects is certainly influencing interaction with supported metals, the exact role of oxygen vacancy clusters in ceria nanoshapes on catalytic performance still remains an open issue.
5.2. Single Metals over Nanoshaped Ceria. Finally, we have knowledge of the presence of metal subnanometric clusters and single atoms on the CeO 2 nanostructures depending on the preparation procedure used. 13 Until recently, we were not aware of the importance of these species as active sites for a number of reactions, and wrong conclusions might have been reported by ignoring them. Metal adatoms on ceria surfaces are acquiring increasing interest for achieving high activity and selectivity for the design of efficient and economic catalysts. 185 Usually, single atoms on catalyst supports (SACs) are mobile and tend to aggregate into nanoparticles when heated, but recently, Jones et al. 19 reported a simple method to prepare thermally stable SACs on ceria nanopolyhedra and nanorods by transferring Pt from conventional Pt/Al 2 O 3 to CeO 2 in a physical mixture by heating at 1073 K. Performing the synthesis at high temperature ensured a sinter-resistant, atomically dispersed catalyst. Importantly, for noble metals on ceria, single atoms and small subnanoclusters were found to boost the reduction of CeO 2 . 186 SACs exhibit an excellent ability to activate the lattice oxygen on the ceria surface by creating atomic M-Ox sites, which are highly sensitive to the ceria structure. 20 In addition, the special location and chemical bonding on supports also lead to unique electronic properties of single atoms different from those of metal nanoparticles. DFT calculations indicated that Pt atoms can be found preferentially adsorbed in the form of Pt(II) ions in a squareplanar conformation with oxygen atoms in the {100} facets of ceria with the concomitant reduction of two Ce 4+ cations to Ce 3+ . 63 Whereas the interaction of Pt(0) and Pt(I) species with the ceria substrate is weaker than Pt−Pt interactions in metallic Pt nanoparticles or clusters, the Pt(II) species in the square O 4 pockets on ceria should be stable enough to resist the incorporation of the Pt atom to a larger Pt n species. The resistance of this species to sintering and bulk diffusion was experimentally corroborated by Bruix et al. 187 This structural motif can also be found on the step edges of {111} ceria planes, 18 and Figueroba et al. 188 claimed on the basis of DFT calculations that it can accommodate other transition metal atoms as well. The specific location of the single metal atoms on the ceria surface influences their strength of interaction with the support. Thus, step engineering in ceria nanoshapes and step decoration by atom trapping can be viewed as new tools for designing a new generation of catalysts with extraordinary performance. As an example, Figure 19 shows an aberrationcorrected HAADF-STEM image reported by Liu, 185 corresponding to an Au/CeO 2 catalyst prepared by conventional wet chemistry exhibiting a large number of Ce vacancies. Because of the large number of cation vacancies, high levels of Au atoms could be accommodated.
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have shown that the manipulation of ceria shapes at nanoscale is a powerful tool that enables a higher level of control of the catalytic behavior in numerous reactions. Forty years after its first use as an oxygen storage component by scientists at Ford Motor Company, we now precisely know which combination of particle shape and CeO 2 surfaces can optimize OSC behavior, and the same is true for several other important reactions. However, parallel to this tremendous development, the use of leading-edge techniques and state of the art modeling to dig into the fundamental properties of ceria has brought out new issues and stimulated additional questions. While the exposure of specific surfaces is a great tool in our hands to tailor activity and selectivity, the level of complexity of surface arrangements at nanoscale and their dynamic behavior make accurate characterization a difficult task. Therefore, a lot of work still needs to be done to understand the precise organization of surfaces under different environment conditions. However, a few points can be highlighted and considered when approaching catalysis with ceria nanoshapes.
(1) The representation of crystal nanoshapes as bound by uniform surfaces, which would be useful for illustrating morphology and learning structure−activity relationships, is a rough approximation of the real situation, which might be inadequate for the precise description of catalytic behavior. Because of the higher energy of exposed surfaces in certain nanoshapes, surface roughening and faceting and thermal reconstruction are quite common phenomena and must be considered to describe catalytic behavior. This requires advanced characterization tools often used under operando conditions. (2) The oxygen vacancy chemistry in ceria nanoshapes is modified by the presence of different proportions of highly active surfaces and by the small size of crystals. These contribute to lower the energy of vacancy formation, which is the most demanding step in the redox of ceria. Therefore, 
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Perspective crystal size and shape can be used to regulate the concentration of vacancies and to promote their formation, especially at lower temperature.
In addition to vacancy concentration, the structure of defects is also important to address shape/activity relationships. Different crystal shapes can promote different vacancy structures (small or large vacancy clusters or vacancy lines) with important effects in catalysis. Although the precise role of vacancy structuring in ceria has not yet been fully explored, its influence in catalytic and redox properties of ceria nanoshapes cannot be neglected.
(3) A rich active oxygen chemistry exists on nanoshapes. Superoxide and peroxide species or more generally what has been called a mixture of molecular oxygen species, O x q (with x = 2 or 3 and q = 0, −1, or −2), are observed on nanorods and nanocubes in different proportions that might be related to the types of defects and the presence of isolated or clustered vacancies. The higher activity of these species toward CO and soot oxidation is well established and should be considered when making structure−activity relationships. To this end, a special attention should be given to the relationship between the formation of superoxide in small "vacancy free" nanoparticles and oxygen storage capacity, which can be important specifically to promote low temperature reactivity. (4) With the recent capability of rational design and development of shapecontrolled ceria nanostructures, it is expected that breakthroughs in metal−support interactions will significantly advance the development of practical catalysts based on nanoshaped CeO 2 for broad technological application. The bonding strength at the metal−ceria interfaces appears as a key factor to control in the design of new ceria nanoshapedsupported metal catalysts. In addition, besides the surface composition and surface structure determined by the exposed crystal planes of ceria, the concentration and structure of oxygen vacancies also play a decisive role in the surface reactivity and catalytic performance of ceria-supported metal nanoparticles. (5) Engineering ceria shape may be critical to overcome one of the grand challenges in catalysis by supported single metal atoms, which is the anchoring of specific metal atoms to a support with high number density of metal atoms and stability at high temperature. With a proper ceria surface design, it should be possible to place with high specificity single metal atoms into an atomically defined environment. Therefore, by manipulating the interaction between single metal atoms with particular sites on a ceria nanoshaped support, it may be possible to tune a precise energy for the resulting system of single metal atom plus the surrounding atoms on the support, which would ultimately lead to an unprecedented success in the control of catalytic performance.
